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When I first contacted Matts, my hope was that he could do at least something to correct the
acoustic imperfections of my recording studio, built in the basement of my own house. The conditions are
anything but optimal with a ceiling height of only 2m. When he and his magic boxes arrived, it took just under 40
minutes putting everything together, adjusting the modules in place, and BAM! The acoustics were not only
corrected but perfected, allowing me to be back in production in no time, but this time with a sweet spot
comparable to most of the world’s finest mixing facilities.
Martin Persson (Worked with Cee-Lo Green, Glee, Gwyneth Paltrow, Ricky Martin etc...)
Great recording facilities! The room gives the vibraphone a very natural and full sound that brings something extra
into the recording process. You have really succeeded in creating a great sound, including both a good low register
and as well as a high register, allowing me to play very dynamically. I have had the opportunity to record solo as
well as with bass and drums, and the room works very well in both situations. Thanks for putting you skill into
these great facilities. Anders Åstrand http://www.andersastrand.com/About_Me.html
Matts!
Thank you for your help!
With Your knowledge and products, You managed to exceed my very high demands.
With a less then ideal celing height to start with, the room stil plays straight from 20khz down to a shattering 20hz!
And the amount of detail and resolution in the sound is mindblowing. By far the best room I’ve ever worked in!
Thank you!
Peer Astrom (Madonna,Celine Dion,Enrique Iglesias,Miley Cyrus,Kelly Clarkson,Cyndi Lauper,
Josh Groban, Glee etc)
”To me the new Wing diffusor makes singing comfortable even in a small vocal room. Most recording booths are
too dampened, which makes singing unnatural, but with these diffusors you get support from the room without
the signal being ”roomy”. I really like the depth and warmth of the new Wing diffusors, makes the voice feel freer! ”
Emil Svensson Certified Speech Level Singing Instructor
Stockholm, Sweden - Stockholm Highend show 2011
”-I mean, this guy is an ABSOLUTE WIZARD! He has an understanding of acoustics that is simply very rare on
this planet. Other acousticians mess things up with their general idea to absorb sound. Matts fights to keep the
energy of the music intact, and REDIRECTS it instead, which is a much more intelligent way of dealing with the
problems.”
Peter McGrath (Wilson Audio)
San Diego-based producer Christian Cummings has recorded in the BoomTown studio and is very happy with the
acoustics as well as the over all feel of the studio.
- ”Personally, it’s rare that I find a studio as well balanced as BoomTown. It’s very neutral yet pleasing, and I
believe Svanå Miljöteknik is major factor in that success.” Says Christian.
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